Edward and Emily’s adventure
Edward and Emily are trainee knights and love
nothing better than playing games and having lots
of fun. They are always exploring different parts of
the kingdom and discovering new things that lead to
exciting adventures along the way.
Edward and Emily love to explore but sometimes
forget how dirty they get along the way. Their mum
and dad are always heard shouting “What a mess you
are, what have you been doing?” Edward and Emily
need someone to remind them when they need to
wash their hands. Do you think you can help?

Edward and Emily headed outside straight to the
stables to borrow the King’s horse, Preston.

Whenever you think it might be time for Edward or
Emily to wash their hands, just shout out “Wash your
hands Edward and Emily” and you will be helping
them to keep clean and germ free.

E

dward and Emily wanted to make some cakes for
a tea party they had organised for all their friends.
They found the perfect recipe for some butterfly
cakes and gathered together all the ingredients they
needed, flour, sugar, eggs and butter. They were
just about to start measuring it out when chef asked
“Have you washed your hands?” “Not yet” they said.
Can we remind Edward and Emily that they need to
wash their hands before cooking?
Let’s say it together – “Wash your hands Edward
and Emily”.
Edward and Emily washed their hands with soap
and water at the sink, dried them thoroughly and
then set about measuring and weighing out all their
ingredients for the cakes. Then they mixed it all
together, added the mixture to paper cake cases
and put them in the oven to cook. “Oh my” said chef
when he saw the children’s hand’s “what a mess you
are”.
What do we need to remind them to do everyone? “Wash your hands Edward and Emily.”
Edward and Emily washed their hands with soap and
water at the sink and dried them thoroughly.
When the cakes were ready Edward and Emily took
them out of the oven to cool before they could
decorate them for the party.

Once they had got the saddle onto Preston’s back
they climbed on together and set off in search of
the perfect place to have their tea party. They rode
out to the meadow but decided it wasn’t right. They
rode into the wood but that was a bit scary so they
carried on riding. They ended up at the side of
the river and decided to do a bit of fishing before
carrying on looking for a place for the tea party. They
picked up their rods which they had left behind last
time they had come fishing (they are not very tidy).
After a while they got bored as nothing was biting
and they were beginning to feel rather thirsty so they
left their rods on the river bank (again), much to the
relief of the fish, climbed back onto Preston and set
off back to the castle.
They took Preston back to the stables and headed off
		
to the castle kitchen to get a drink.
		
Edward went to get the glasses 		
from the cupboard as Emily went
		
for the cordial. “STOP” shouted chef
		
“just look at those hands, they’re
		
filthy!”
What do we need to remind them to do everyone? “Wash your hands Edward and Emily.”
Edward and Emily washed their hands with soap and
water at the sink and dried them thoroughly then sat
down at the table and drank the drinks that chef had
prepared for them.
“I know what” said Edward “let’s find George, he’ll
know a great place to have our tea party.” “Good idea”
said Emily “let’s go.”

Edward and Emily got up from the table and ran out
of the door to find George, their pet dragon. This
could be quite a mission as George liked to sleep in
the afternoons and was usually curled up
somewhere really strange. One time they had found
him on the roof of the stable and another time in the
cupboard under the stairs of the castle. Off they
went, shouting his name as they went, “George”
shouted Edward, “George” shouted Emily. They
eventually found themselves in the kitchen garden
and there on top of the most stinky compost heap
ever, fast asleep, was George. “Wake up George” said
Edward and Emily “we need your help.” George got
up, jumped off the compost and began to stretch
“Pooh George, you stink, you’ll have to have a bath
before you can come to our tea party” said Emily.
They walked George to the stable where it was easier
to wash him.

They got out the dragon bath and the dragon soap
and started to scrub him all over. George loved to be
bathed and Edward and Emily wondered
sometimes if he got smelly on purpose.
When George had been dried he was feeling
very playful so Edward & Emily decided to have
a game of fetch
with him. They took
it in turns to
throw his ball and
George kept
trying to hide it
in his den,
known as the
dragons’ den.
Then they
remembered
why they had
been looking for
George in the first
place but their hands were now covered in
dragon spit.
What do we need to remind them to do
everyone? “Wash your hands Edward and
Emily.” They washed their hands at the sink
in the stables and then dried them thoroughly.
When they had finished they asked George if
he knew the best place in the castle grounds
for their tea party. George took them to his
favourite place under a big tree next to the
pond, it was perfect.

Edward and Emily went back to the castle
to gather the things they needed for the
party. They found the picnic blanket on
a chair in the great hall but Mustard the
cat must have been
asleep on it and it
was covered in cat
hair.
After they had
brushed all the hair
off the blanket they still had some cat hair left on
their hands.
What do we need to remind them to do everyone?
“Wash your hands Edward and Emily.”
Edward and Emily washed their hands with soap and
water in the bathroom basin and dried them
thoroughly.
Once their hands were clean they
went back to the kitchen to decorate
their cakes. Chef asked them if they had
washed their hands and
they both said “Yes Chef.” They
decorated the cakes, half with pink icing
and half with blue icing. Chef helped
them to make a big jug of homemade
lemonade with bits of lemon and lots of ice
floating in it, but their hands were quite sticky after
this.
What do we need to remind them to do everyone?
“Wash your hands Edward and Emily.”
Edward and Emily washed their hands with soap and
water at the sink and dried them thoroughly.
They took all their goodies out to the garden ready
for their party. The guests included the King and
Queen, Chef, George the dragon, Preston the
horse, Mustard the cat and Eric the palace dog and
everyone had a really good time.
THE END

